1. Remove bumper bolts as shown on drawing A.  
   Note: Remove bumper bolts one side at a time.

2. Place brackets TP and TD as shown on B. Bolt brackets to frame by using same bumper nuts. 
   Note: TP means Top Passenger  
   TD means Top Driver

3. TP and TD brackets should be ¼ above front bumper as shown on C. 
   Note: TP and TD brackets are different from ½ ton and ¾ ton trucks. 
   Brackets: Bottom brackets are the same for both ½ ton and ¾ ton. 
   ½ ton should bolt on hole #1  
   ¾ ton should bolt on hole #2

4. Zee brackets are different: 
   ½ ton Zee Bracket

   ¾ ton Zee Bracket
5. Bolt Zee Brackets on grill guard tap. Place grill guard to the front end of your truck and bolt Zee brackets to TP and TD brackets and bolt.

6. Place bottom brackets on the inside of the upright to be able to mark the hole on the plastic guard. Then bolt to grill guard and to the inside bracket.
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